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As the UK avoids a lockdown or further restrictions at the start of this year,
businesses can at least feel cautiously optimistic about the weeks ahead. Certainly
the challenge of staff shortages due to Covid will be around for some time, and
there remains the chance that the current direction of travel will change with little
notice, but the NewYear has come with some opportunity to actually take stock and
introduce new ideas, rather than simply fire-fighting.
The search for good talent continues unabated and is perhaps exacerbated by the
much touted Great Resignation but for the recruitment industry this was always the
case. The sector has always met the challenges set by its clients and candidates,
always innovated and always sought to offer the most effective and efficient service.
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In this month’s issue we look at some trends for the forthcoming year as well as
looking at ways in which recruiters can widen the candidate pool their clients might
consider. From mobile to AI, from candidate assessment to neurodiversity, there is
always something new for recruiters to explore.
We wish you the best for 2022. We hope it will be better – generally – for everyone
than its predecessor. Through our awards, summit, ongoing e-magazine and
special publications we will be with you and support you all the way.
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BANKING ON JOBS
UK banking jobs finish year at record high

A 2021 finance labour market
review by global recruiters Morgan
McKinley and data analytics firm
Vacancysoft, has found vacancies
in the UK’s banking industry hit
an all-time high in 2021. Despite
covid restrictions, general sector
underperformance and issues such
as the post-Brexit financial services
agreement still unresolved new
banking jobs soared by 129 per
cent last year compared to 2020.
However, Q4 2021 saw the first
quarterly dip in vacancies since
the pandemic began, with volumes
down 5 per cent quarter-on-quarter.
“The UK financial services sector
entered 2021 with renewed
optimism, suggesting that the
negative impact of covid-19 on
business had peaked,” commented
Hakan Enver, UK managing
director, Morgan McKinley. “Having

put on hold thousands of roles
during 2020, companies felt
confident in hiring again by opening
up vacancies which resulted in a
129 per cent increase in jobs from
the prior year."
JPMorgan was the industry’s
leading recruiter in the UK in
2021, with vacancies up 122 per
cent year-on-year. After a difficult
2020 for new jobs, NatWest and
Nationwide experienced remarkable
recoveries with 287.4 per cent and
202.5 per cent more vacancies,
respectively. UBS, meanwhile, was
the only firm in the top 20 to record
a reduction, publishing 4 per cent
fewer jobs year-on-year.
Professional vacancies for
corporate finance specialists
experienced the largest growth, the
165 per cent year-on-year increase
in new jobs in 2021 a sign of the

buoyant M&A market. UK takeover
volumes reached their highest level
in 14 years, driving a surge in fees
for investment bankers – and in
hiring for investment managers,
which is up by 129 per cent yearon-year.
A look across ACA/ACCA qualified
finance roles shows that the
largest area for vacancies remains
audit, with recruitment for these
specialists also experiencing the
fastest growth (167 per cent yearon-year). New jobs for tax experts,
meanwhile, shot up by 159 per cent
in relation to a year earlier.
Hakan continued: "The last two
years have seen changes to the
UK deals market in terms of activity
contributing to the best year on
record for the global mergers and
acquisitions market. With this
increase in appetite, it was not

surprising that there was a rise
in demand for corporate finance
specialists.
Brexit did not usher in the dramatic
movement of finance professionals
away from the UK as many
previously thought – particularly in
the capital, which the data shows
recorded nearly twice the number
of banking vacancies in 2021
compared to a year earlier.
The 29,000 new London banking
jobs published in 2021 represent
a 96 per cent rise compared to
2020. Although as a share of
overall UK banking vacancies,
new jobs in the capital fell by 3.7
percentage points to account for
a little over half of total vacancies.
The largest growth for banking
vacancies in the UK, however, is in
Wales — with volumes up 451 per
cent year-on-year.

For the latest industry news log on to www.theglobalrecruiter.com or sign up for our regular news by email

20 YEARS STRONG

Langley Search and Interim celebrates double decade as specialist
Leading procurement and supply
chain recruitment specialist, Langley
Search and Interim (Langley), is
celebrating twenty years as one of
the most trusted niche recruiters of
senior and leadership level roles in
the UK.
A pioneer of procurement and
supply chain recruitment, over the
past twenty years Langley has
championed a consultative approach
to achieve impressive outcomes
for clients in the UK and Europe, as
well as globally. Since 2002, Langley
has worked with over 100,000
procurement and supply chain
professionals, placing well over 2,000
candidates in 20 countries, across six
different continents.
Clients from a wide variety of sectors,
both public and private, have called
on Langley’s expertise to find
talented employees for both interim
and permanent roles during this time,
and the company now places one

of the highest number of executive
interims in the field.
Langley co-owner and director of
private sector, Michael Babatunde,
is delighted to reach this significant
milestone and believes that Langley’s
success is down to a combination
of industry expertise and the close
relationship they build with clients. He
comments: “At Langley we listen very
carefully to what a client needs, and
then we use our specialist knowledge
to tailor our approach and find the
very best solution for them,” he says.
“It’s by building these close working
relationships that we’ve been able to
really drive the company forward over
the past twenty years. The majority
of our business now comes via client
referrals, which is testament to this.
Langley will be celebrating its
twentieth anniversary throughout
2022 with a ‘Twenty Days of Giving’
charity initiative. The company will be
conferring with clients and colleagues

to make donations to 20 charities
over the course of the year.
As the company moves into its
twenty-first year, company coowner and director of public sector,
Nathan Ramsay, is confident of their
continued success.“Increasingly,
companies are looking for specialist
recruiters who really understand their
sector, invest in pre-screening and
take a quality approach – which is
exactly what we offer at Langley,”
he says. “We are passionate about
being consultative and adding value
to both our clients and candidates.
We are also a long-time champion
of diversity and inclusion in the
workplace, believing that this is the
lifeblood of any forward-thinking
organisation, and this will continue to
be a real focus for us. I believe there
are exciting times ahead for Langley
and I look forward to seeing how we
can grow over the next twenty years.”
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RECORD VACANCIES
GRANITE
ACQUIRED

2021 saw vacancies in UK at new high
with London leading hiring recovery
Research from the Association of
Professional Staffing Companies
(APSCo) suggests recruitment levels
peaked in 2021 as vacancies in the
UK reached all-time highs, finishing
up 113.9 per cent when compared
to 2020.
The data, provided by business
intelligence specialist Vacancysoft
reveals that London dominated the
hiring landscape with a 114 per cent
year-on-year increase in new jobs,
constituting 44.3 per cent of overall
hiring in the UK. The smallest annual
growth was experienced in the East
of England where recruitment levels
only rose by 88 per cent year-onyear, resulting in the region’s share
of overall professional vacancies
falling by almost a percentage point
in relation to 2020.
Elsewhere, the technology, media
and telecoms (TMT) industry
saw a huge increase in demand
with new jobs up 121.5 per cent
compared to 2020. This can be
attributed to the UK’s shift to remote
working and the consequent need

Recruitment
Ventures take on
Granite Recruitment

for better technology
and communication
solutions. As lockdown
restrictions eased,
consumer goods and
services began to make
a recovery in 2021, with
recruitment levels up
by 147.8 per cent – the
largest year-on-year rise.
However, this was later impacted
by the emergence of the Omicron
variant, which effected the sector
during the Christmas period.
The busiest company in terms
hiring activity out of the top firms in
England and Wales was JPMorgan,
publishing over 5,300 vacancies.
The American investment bank plans
to maintain its recruitment streak in
2022 by hiring hundreds more staff
for its UK retail bank. Meanwhile,
Sky became the top UK company for
professional vacancies, publishing
over 3,840 new jobs in 2021, which
can be attributed to the rollout of their
smart television. Many consider this
to be a highly strategic move that

puts Sky in a good position for 2022.
“Hiring activity reached record
highs in 2021 and it was extremely
promising to see the UK showing
incredible signs of recovery,”
commented Ann Swain, CEO
of APSCo. “However, with the
emergence of Omicron, it would
appear that the pandemic is not yet
behind us and will certainly continue
to have an impact on recruitment
in 2022. With skills shortages
also remaining a key challenge
in what is likely to be yet another
unprecedented year, we expect to
see an increased focus on the likes
of diverse recruitment, upskilling
and reskilling as well as embracing

recruitment tech in order to broaden
the scope of talent pools in the
coming months.”
James Chaplin, founder & CEO of
Vacancysoft added: “This next year
offers little respite from the struggles
of the last two years. The Omicron
Covid variant, while relatively benign
compared to earlier variants, is
spreading rapidly. Consequently,
working from home is likely to remain
prevalent, certainly in the first months
of 2022 – with consequences for
businesses hiring and onboarding.
But rather than simply throwing
caution to the wind, recruiters can
thrive by making calculated, insightled gambles.”

them. The top factors causing stress
at work are workload, lack of control,
less support and senior staff. More
than 600 people (28 per cent) said
high stress was impacting their
productivity.
Harry Bliss, CEO of Champion
Health, said that while the findings
were worrying, business leaders
could learn a lot from the information.
He added that it presented a
wake up call for businesses and
organisations who needed to take
the wellbeing and mental health of
their teams seriously.
“It’s no surprise that the last two
years have been extremely tough on
employees and I’m really concerned
about the findings of this report,” said
Bliss. “What we’re seeing here is a
workforce feeling the huge effects

of the changes to workplaces and
the heightening expectations placed
upon them as individuals.
“To address this, we need to see a
quantifiable, significant step-up in the
amount of investment companies
make in employee wellbeing
strategies so that employees are
supported to overcome the struggles
that they’ve faced throughout the
pandemic, “ he said. “ This latest
insight shows the clear link between
productivity and mental health and
wellbeing. Companies can help turn
this dangerous pattern around by
taking several steps; and doing so
goes much beyond having much
happier employees. It will enable
employers to retain great people who
are motivated to complete brilliant
work day in, day out.”

STRESSFUL IMPACT
A new group called Recruitment
Ventures has been launched in
Aberdeen by I7V Renewables,
the investment company
founded by entrepreneurs
Doug Duguid and Michael
Buchan. Positioned with strong
experience in the energy sector,
Recruitment Ventures has
completed the acquisition of
Granite Recruitment from Clan
Partners for an undisclosed
sum.
Over the last 17 years, Doug
Duguid and Michael Buchan
have led two very successful
international businesses –
PSL Energy Services and
the EnerMech Group – that
delivered quality service to their
customers across the globe
– before being acquired by
Halliburton and Carlyle Group
respectively.
Granite Recruitment’s
background in oil and gas,
with divisions in Aberdeen
and Norwich, is an excellent
platform from which to launch

the I7V Renewables strategy
of supporting businesses in the
transition to more sustainable
forms of energy.
Granite Recruitment staff,
including the management team
of Craig and Laura Phillips, will
transfer to Recruitment Ventures
new HQ in Dyce, with Craig
and Laura positioned at group
level as managing director and
operations director, respectively.
Recruitment Ventures will build
on Granite Recruitment’s oil
and gas industry focus and
its first class reputation in the
supply of skilled and engineering
personnel for the drilling,
maintenance, well services, and
pipeline and process sectors.
In tandem with growing the
Granite brand, an ambitious
growth strategy will see
I7V Renewables portfolio
recruitment company, Ingenii,
build out into the specialist
renewables sector, working
alongside Granite to service
energy transition. Longer term

plans include adding a suite of
agencies to the Recruitment
Ventures umbrella, each
focusing on specific sectors and
specialisations.
Craig Phillips said: “With a
resurgence in oil activity, and
a recognition that moving to
sustainable energy forms will
take time, many oil and gas
rigs are being reactivated along
with contracts awarded - it's
a great time to be part of the
industry. Granite Recruitment
have established a strong
reputation as a result of
their technical expertise and
operational excellence, and we
look forward to continuing our
expansion, both domestically
and internationally.
“At the same time, we recognise
that many established
players are transitioning from
hydrocarbons and focusing
on green energy projects
to meet net-zero carbon
and ESG targets, and our
renewables specialist, Ingenii,

will be in a prime position to
service personnel and skills
requirements in these sectors.”
Doug Duguid said: “We
are delighted to bring on
board Craig Phillips and his
highly experienced Granite
Recruitment team which
will underpin the growth of
Recruitment Ventures into a
major brand. Our vision is to
continue providing high quality
personnel to the oil and gas
sector and to assist our clients
transitioning to net-zero.”
Clan Partners Director, John
MacGregor, said: “We have
enjoyed working with the Granite
team to grow the business
over the past few years and
wish them every success going
forward. This divestment marks
a further stage of repositioning
in our recruitment group’s
diversification strategy, while
helping to accelerate our growth
plans during 2022 and beyond.”

Workplace stress and anxiety leads to
productivity drop says report
A study of 2,200 UK employees
has revealed that two thirds
of people (67.2 per cent) are
experiencing moderate to high
levels of stress and that 28 per
cent have seen their productivity
negatively impacted by high stress
levels in the last two years.
Data released by national workplace
wellbeing provider Champion
Health gives an insight into the
mental health and wellbeing of
the country’s working population
between April 2020 and December
2021. Champion Health provides an
evidence-based wellbeing platform
and personalised support to more
than 4,000 employees across the UK.
Worryingly, 8 per cent of people
shared that they have experienced
self-harm and/or suicidal thoughts.
The data, which has been published
in Champion Health’s annual report
also revealed that:
• Around 60 per cent of workers
feel anxious and females are
more likely to feel anxious (62
per cent female compared to 37
per cent male);

• Almost 60 per cent of workers are
experiencing musculoskeletal pain.
Of those suffering, 70 per cent are
home or hybrid workers, whereas
office workers make up just 17 per
cent of the sample;
• Workers aged 25-34 are most
likely to experience anxiety,
depression and financial stress;
• 52 per cent of UK professionals
are experiencing symptoms of
depression, with around a quarter
(22 per cent) being identified as
experiencing clinically significant
symptoms;
• More than half of respondents
say that they feel ‘fatigued” and
53 per cent report that tiredness
was impacting their productivity
at work;
• The survey showed that people
feel most energised to work at
10.22am and are least energised
at 3.31pm.
In addition, a total of 56 per cent
of respondents said they had the
“perfect amount of stress to allow
them to thrive” but 34 per cent said
that stress was negatively impacting
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A BETTER NORMAL
American Staffing Association President and Chief Executive Officer,
Richard Wahlquist discusses the future for the US staffing industry.
Q: What are the main challenges and opportunities
currently facing your labour market?
A: America is facing a labour shortage of historic proportions as our

economy continues to recover from the Covid-19 pandemic. Even as
extended unemployment benefits have ended, millions of workers are
choosing to stay on the sidelines instead of going back to work and
Covid-19 continues to play a significant role in people’s decisions about
when and how they would like to return to work. With more than 10
million current job openings that employers just cannot fill, the staffing
industry in the US finds itself at the intersection of challenge and
opportunity.
US Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data show that US employees left
their jobs nearly 20 million times between April and August this year.
Amid a vibrant economic recovery, employee resignations are trending
60 per cent higher than the same period last year and 12 per cent
above the spring and summer of 2019, when we saw the most robust
employment market in almost 50 years.
The overall impact on labour market supply is even more dire. The
BLS data on resignations does not include the loss of millions of
Baby Boomers who moved up their retirement dates and who are not
currently planning to return to the workforce.

Q: How do you see the industry’s role evolving in
both the short and longer-term? What is the outlook
for flexible staffing?
A: It’s a worker’s market in the US, and that means increased demand

for staffing and recruiting firms to source hard-to-find flexible and
permanent talent. The American Staffing Association’s Staffing Index
is consistently reaching record highs, reflecting both the current need
for talent as the economy continues to grow, as well as confidence that
economic growth will be sustainable.
The world of work is pivoting, and many believe that labour market
shortfalls in several key sectors could be the new norm for years to
come. While technology, automation, machine learning, and artificial
intelligence have become increasingly important tools to enhance
productivity and trim head count, the premium on human capital as a
driver of growth, productivity, innovation, and service delivery has never
been higher.
Workforce engagement, workforce development, and workforce
flexibility are the pillars upon which successful business will compete
and differentiate. These pillars also form the core of the staffing
industry’s playbook and its future.
For the staffing sector, pandemic-induced labour supply imbalances
are also putting a renewed focus on the strategic utilisation of extended
workforces – including temporary employees, contractors, vendors,

alliance partners, consultants, and specialists. Use of extended
workforces gives organisations access to the best on-demand talent
available.
Liquid work – also known as fluid work and long a hallmark of the
staffing industry – is fast becoming the gold standard for both extended
and permanent workforces. Liquid workers move between departments,
projects, teams, and companies – all while adding to their skills sets,
résumés, and future earnings potential. A liquid workforce ensures that
organisations have access to team members with highly agile skill sets.
This is an essential part of talent optimisation in a world being shaped
by the accelerated pace of change fuelled by digital transformation.
By helping clients develop and maximise the potential of their
traditional, permanent workforce as well as their extended workforce,
the staffing industry will continue to support companies and workers to
achieve higher degrees of flexibility and agility than ever before.

Q: WEC is promoting social innovation as a way
to accommodate new challenges. What does this
mean in your market? Has that changed with the
Covid crisis?
A: The Covid-19 pandemic has changed much of the world of work

forever. In the United States, we are seeing that what has been labeled
as the period of Great Discontent, Great Disengagement, and Great
Resignation is manifesting itself in people not wanting to go back to
their ‘old normal’ when it comes to work and career.
The key to attracting and retaining top talent – both flexible and
permanent – is creating workplace cultures that inspire high levels
of employee engagement. After nearly two years of pandemic-driven
pain, grief, and disruption, workers are leaving organisations in record
numbers in search of purpose-driven workplaces. They’re looking for
empathetic work environments that are inclusive, offer opportunities
for personal development, and exhibit a strong commitment to
environmental, social, and corporate governance responsibility (ESG).
At the same time, current labour shortages and labour supply
imbalances have created new opportunities for our industry to help
clients create much more diverse workforces than ever before. In the
US, ASA and its members have created initiatives and programs to help
identify and recruit workers that have traditionally had a more difficult
time accessing meaningful employment.
Our industry is uniquely positioned to help create conditions that end
systemic and often generational employment barriers – conscious
and unconscious – based on race, gender, age, religion, ethnicity,
and identity. There’s also a strong and growing focus on helping older
workers and individuals with physical or cognitive limitations find jobs
that embrace their abilities and help put them on a path for life and
career success.

As part of our commitment to building and supporting a strong and
sustainable workforce, the industry is also focusing on the upskilling,
reskilling and retraining of American workers at all stages of their lives. ASA
research has found that nine in 10 Americans (92 per cent) believe that
employers should do more to train workers in the new and evolving skills
they require. Investment in workforce development gives organisations a
significant advantage in recruiting and retaining talent, and it advances the
short term and long-term interests of societies at large.

Q: How prepared is your market for the post-Covid
world of work?
A: Research from Gartner and the World Economic Forum suggests

that we are in the midst of another significant revolution in the history of
work. The global pandemic has triggered the ‘hybrid revolution’ that is
resetting the concept of workplace and work.
But the hybrid revolution is more than just providing employees with an
array of remote work options. Hybrid work requires the adoption of new
workplace models and the development of new workplace mindsets.
The new world of hybrid work will largely be built around two key
principles: enhanced flexibility – including for workers in service
industries and professions where remote work is just not feasible – and
a portfolio-based approach to talent acquisition, talent deployment, and
talent development.
One of the country’s top priorities is to increase labor force participation
rates. And, again, forecasting models all agree that the supply of
qualified labour will continue to be surpassed by demand for the
foreseeable future. Our industry will play a key role in helping to grow
and optimise the labor force by meeting the evolving needs of talent
and the new challenges facing all employers in a post-Covid world.

Q: What actions are you taking to support your
members, their client companies, and workers to
lead in the new normal?
A: From a business perspective, normal has always been the enemy

of the new, the disruptive, and – too often – the innovative. We all need
to begin thinking and talking about our post-Covid world as neither a
‘return to normal’ nor as ‘the new normal’.
Our focus should be on transformation, on creating 'the new better’
– on creating ‘a better normal’.
Of course, being able to lead in a new and better normal is dependent
on creating and maintaining a regulatory environment that is conducive
to innovation, job creation, and economic growth– with a strong focus
on protecting and advancing workers’ rights and best interests.
In a meeting earlier this year with the new US Department of
Labor Secretary Marty Walsh, ASA committed to working with the

administration to help the government ‘see around the
corners’ when it comes to identifying labour issues and
policies that promote employment growth, workforce
development, productivity, and competitiveness.
ASA has made that same commitment to help its members
‘see around the corners’ and provide them with resources and
information to help them identify trends, challenges, threats,
and – most important – help them leverage new opportunities
for enabling talent and optimising workforce productivity in a
post pandemic world of work. n
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SOLUTIONS FOCUSED
Tom Rankin, Head of Consulting at Understanding Solutions, on the challenges of opening a consulting division during a pandemic.

“The world of work is changing and a huge part of our success over
the years has been to constantly evolve and adapt to the market,”
Swords added. “This is that next evolution for us and one we’re
hugely excited about.”

The challenge

Considering the pandemic, IR35, and the rise of remote working,
the modern workplace looks a lot different than it did two years ago.
We spend a lot of time reflecting on how and what we can do better
as recruiters, and sometimes it means adapting to the market and
branching out into something new. In July 2019, we did just that and
launched our consulting division, Understanding Solutions.
At that time, recruitment in our corner of the market – technology
specialisms including Java, .NET, AI & Machine Learning and more
– was slowly but surely starting to pick up and clients were starting to
have confidence in hiring again.
We’re extremely proud of the reputation we have built as Understanding
Recruitment with our dedicated team based in St. Albans, Hertfordshire,
UK, since 2007. Fast forward 14 years later and we’ve grown to 74
people across the UK and our office in Boston, Massachusetts, but
consultancy was new waters for us.

Why a consultancy?
It’s a big decision in any circumstances, but a life-changing event like
a pandemic happens and we asked ourselves if we were truly doing
everything possible to best support our partners. After all, technology
moves fast, products need constant development and stakeholders
are always demanding more.
With the shift to more remote working, the huge increase in pressure
for our clients to invest in technology and digital projects, alongside
trying to effectively manage internal teams as well as ad hoc project
teams, we recognised we needed to offer a solution that would meet
all these growing demands.
“Moving into the consulting space and offering our clients real value
through an outcome-based service was the natural evolution of our
service,” explains Dale Swords, founding director of Understanding
Recruitment Group. The service we created, Understanding
Solutions, was effectively a hybrid between a specialist technology
recruitment agency and a traditional consultancy.

We spent over 18 months planning what would define our consultancy
and perfecting how we would deliver services, which of course was
new for us, so it was vital we got this right. To do this we worked with
service experts, invested in expert training, and implemented the latest
technology to allow us to accurately track our projects with great detail.
Once we implemented this, it has been relatively straightforward to
build the services and connect with talented engineers, managers,
and architects due to our brand reputation in the industry. We have
set ourselves up to provide accurate reporting, to manage our risks
effectively and provide a quality service to our clients.
The biggest challenge we face now is changing the mindset of our
clients and consultants internally. Our clients know us as recruiters so
we’re working with them to help them understand we can now offer a
lot more, take on projects, and add a lot more value. Most find they
have never thought of their issues from this perspective before, so
we are demonstrating how they could save a lot of time and money
through working as a service, rather than just bringing in permanent
new hires (which is particularly challenging in a booming market). It
is time-consuming, after all, to manage contractors and work out the
processes in place to do so, which puts a strain on senior managers
to deliver resources as well as do their day job. Outsourcing this
means less of a headache internally, whilst getting access to talent
and benefitting from governance and reporting.
We’ve been focused on showing how we can scale quickly and have
approximately 100,000 people on our bench who want to engage with
us and are specialists in the market – we know who’s available and
can offer different options and move quickly, dependant on a partner’s
needs. It’s been important to get the messaging across that we can
offer fluidity and scale, and on average, provide a team of up to five
with only 48 hours' notice and 72 hours for bigger teams.
Of course, there are other larger consultancies out there, but we are
using our size to our advantage as we do on the recruitment side,
and are focused on delivering an excellent service in niche markets
– data, architecture and software – and offering a unique approach,
rather than a cookie-cutter approach, for every client.

Why focus on outcome-based work?
We believe it’s essential to ask, ‘What needs to be delivered?’ not ‘What
skills, people, teams are required?’ at the start of each project.

For many businesses, hiring contracted labour is a matter of closing
talent gaps, driving organisational change and implementing new
technology. Times are changing, however, and we’ve seen first-hand
through the contracting side of our business, how both clients and
contractors that work for us are concerned about any repercussions
from IR35. At the core of the solution must be a clear process and
deliverables to be achieved with a project.
Although not a ‘magic bullet’ for IR35, we’ve put a lot of effort into
our Statement of Work (SOW) framework offering service wrapping
and ensuring outcomes are always defined and measured. This
allows for peace of mind among our consultants and clients, greater
compliance and accountability, and ensures our partners always get
the service they paid for. It is less about managing the person but
guarantees outcomes and the quality of them.
Although nothing new, we believe this outcome-based (or
performance-based) service provides more measurable, accurate,
and trackable ways of working and rewarding is the future in the
modern-day IR35-compliant work environment.

The value of Teams as a Service (TaaS)
Understanding Solutions was launched to empower our clients and
candidates to come together and deliver against a set of defined
outcomes – this can be anything from a consultancy led-solution to
delivering whole Teams as a Service (TaaS).
We are finding TaaS (or team augmentation) to be our most
requested service, as it’s an ideal option for clients that require
certain skills and want to integrate quick, reliable teams on the
ground and scale them up as quickly as possible to introduce a
service. This is working particularly well in projects that have pressing
deadlines in such a competitive market for talent.
If a company, for instance, doesn’t have the funds to pay an
Enterprise Data Architect permanently but they do need a service to
be delivered to a very high standard and for someone to set up and
manage the service for a reasonable price, it’s hugely beneficial.
A service to permanent model allows companies to bolster their team
with the right skill set and also get a great handover – the perfect
blend of both worlds. It allows partners to start projects, have what’s
needed in-house and when the ideal permanent talent is available
within the team or externally roll back the service, and have exactly
what they required. The internal knowledge and innovation are
kept in-house whilst issues are addressed, so projects don’t lose
momentum and outcomes are delivered effectively.
As a busy 2021 comes to a close for our divisions, we are excited
about the industry’s increased focus on outcome-based work and
team augmentation, and continuing to support our partners to deliver
project excellence. n
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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RECRUITMENT
FIRST
Sabby Gill, CEO at Thomas International on how to contend with the
‘Great Resignation’.
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The past couple of years has put what’s most important into
perspective, with many questioning whether staying in a role that
makes them unhappy is truly worth it. This realisation has sparked the
mass exodus of talent and kickstarted the ‘Great Resignation'
– a trend to which many businesses have already fallen victim.
Our own research revealed nearly two-thirds of UK workers would
leave their current employer within six months if they were unhappy
– an eye-opening figure for businesses trying to recover from the
impacts of the pandemic.
It’s critical that businesses recognise that a healthy work environment
matters if they are to contend with the ‘Great Resignation’ and this all
starts with building a successful recruitment strategy that attracts and
retains the right talent. But with apathy reigning the job market, how
can they achieve this?

Human experience is key
People have come to expect more from work, such as flexibility
and perks. And this is only going to continue as we move into 2022.
Undeniably, firms who do not address this will only accelerate
workplace attrition and see more employees resign.
Of course, salary is important, but if they want to attract the right
candidates, firms should focus more on personal development
and human experience. It’s essential HR teams promote a working
environment where candidates feel they can develop both personally
and professionally.
Upskilling and reskilling are effective ways of achieving this. There
is a misconception that these initiatives are expensive and always
necessitate spending thousands on training courses. It can be
as simple as identifying departments that have a strong bank of
knowledge and developing
insight-sharing programmes for those who are keen to learn new
skills. Offering simple initiatives like this will help to attract the many
candidates who are skeptical that a job that lacks development can
support a fulfilling life.

Be open and welcoming
One of the biggest contenders in the ‘Great Resignation’ is lack of
diversity and inclusion (D&I) initiatives in companies. Staggeringly,
recent research shows 44% of organisations say candidates have
turned down an interview or job offer due to lack of diversity in its
workforce.
While in 2021, we saw a strong desire among companies to uphold
principles of D&I, many still seem to have little to no understanding
of how to actually implement an effective D&I strategy. This can be
alienating for candidates, and companies not only risk failing on a
moral front, but also missing out on a wealth of top talent.

Educating the workforce is a necessary starting point, but ensuring
strategies are encouraged right from the recruitment stage is also key.
Research suggests that 45% of companies believe their recruitment
tools are ineffective for hiring based on the principles of diversity.
Firms can tackle this by removing job postings that unintentionally
use language stereotypically ascribed to men, or even introducing
blind CVs. Introducing unconscious bias training for recruiters and HR
teams can also help firms attract a diverse range of candidates.

Understand your candidates
Engaged employees are less likely to jump on the ‘Great Resignation’
bandwagon. Businesses must take the time to build a comprehensive
understanding of who they’re actually hiring, rather than hiring solely
based on experience.
This can be done through aptitude and behavioural testing, which
provides insight into what makes a candidate productive, engaged,
empowered and happy. Once this has been determined, recruiters
will be able to work with HR teams to tailor working environments for
individuals.
Take hybrid working as an example. While many have embraced its
benefits – better work/life balance being the most obvious – it’s not
for everyone. There will be candidates who wish to avoid distractions
in an office environment. Others may experience higher levels of
motivation when interacting with colleagues and clients face-to-face.
Understanding the psychological make-up of candidates will enable
businesses to find the right mix of flexible working practices for new
hires – and existing employees – that support both wellbeing and
productivity. If employees and new candidates have assurances about
the way they prefer to work, they will be less likely to up-sticks.

The great attract and retain
Ultimately, the hiring and onboarding process is a chance for
organisations to demonstrate that they are not just a desirable place
to work, but a place where employees can grow and prosper.
Effective policies on D&I, and initiatives on upskilling and reskilling
should be made clear to candidates right from the get-go. But
businesses must remember that there is no-one-size fits all approach.
Everyone is different and harnessing the correct tools to measure
the diverse behavioral traits of candidates is also key. Ultimately,
businesses who fail to recognise this will fall behind and surrender
to the ‘Great Resignation’. n
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The Access Group has acquired
Vincere, a global provider of
innovative technology to over
20,000 recruitment consultants
around the world. The addition of
Vincere’s recruitment operating
system is the latest addition to
Access Recruitment’s unique
breadth of industry-leading
software and significantly expands
their international reach.
The Access portfolio has been
developed and expanded over
time, with a successful track
record of acquisitions including
several key players within the
recruitment space including Safe
Computing, Microdec, Volcanic
and First Choice Software.
The acquisition of Vincere is

poised to expand their reach
across the UK and Europe and
extend their footprint in the Asia
Pacific region, established with
their Volcanic recruitment website
platform.
“Vincere has built an impressive
business serving customers
across the globe with their intuitive
and pioneering recruitment
software,” said Paul Vogel,
managing director of Access
Recruitment. “We are excited
to welcome Vincere to Access
and we look forward to working
collaboratively to deliver the
best customer outcomes as we
accelerate our vision to become
the number one provider of
recruitment technology in the

world. The experienced talent
and service capabilities within
Vincere will certainly complement
our existing wealth of recruitment
experience in the Access team.”
Bernie Schiemer, founder and
CEO of Vincere added: “We
have spoken openly about our
ambitions for Vincere to become
the clear leader globally in our
space. To make that a reality and
more than just hot air, we needed
to partner with a heavyweight who
shares our vision of providing a
single operating system for the
front, middle and back office of
recruitment firms, on a global
scale. Access Recruitment’s
heritage in the temp space, plus
their strength in key areas such

as payroll and compliance, made
them the natural choice and
puts our current momentum on
steroids.
“This acquisition puts the mighty
Access machine behind us and
turns Vincere into an unstoppable
force. There are now no limits on
how far we can take the platform
and the experience we can
provide to our customers. The
entire Vincere team here is thrilled
to join the Access Group.”
Schiemer concluded: “At Vincere
our mission has always been
to help recruiters win. That will
never change. Our customers
can expect the same platform, the
same people, the same vision. But
with way more firepower.”
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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DEEL’S DEAL
Deel teams up with Greenhouse, its first ATS integration,
to make Global hiring faster and easier

HR technology platform Deel has
announced its first ATS partnership
and platform integration with hiring
software company Greenhouse.
The partnership should see
Deel customers benefit from a
streamlined hiring and onboarding
process.
The integration between Deel
and Greenhouse allows HR
teams to connect to Deel’s global
employment solution within the
Greenhouse platform. Users will
be able to configure and sync
candidate profile information
securely within both systems.
The Deel and Greenhouse
integration should mean HR
and people teams can reduce

manual tasks and streamline HR
workflows with just a few clicks.
The companies say setting up the
Greenhouse integration requires
no coding experience and only
takes a few minutes. Data is
automatically transferred into the
Greenhouse platform, reducing
the time consuming process
of collecting and processing
paperwork. Automating this
process also reduces risks
associated with clerical errors,
avoiding significant compliance
issues or having a negative impact
on an employer brand. Deel’s
powerful platform and all-in-one
dashboard gives anyone the ability
to work anywhere in the world.

“For many businesses, inputting
data and information can be
a slow and manual process,”
says Alex Bouaziz, CEO and
co-founder at Deel. “The inability
to send a timely offer letter can
create a poor experience for
potential employees and can even
influence top talent accepting
a competing offer. With the
Greenhouse integration Deel
customers are able to effortlessly
offer candidates the best possible
experience.”
Garret Starr, Director of
Partnerships at Greenhouse
added: “In the past couple of
years we’ve seen a growing
acceptance of distributed work,

proving that geography and
physical presence in an office
shouldn't be a barrier to hiring
the best candidate for the job.
Our partnership with Deel offers
customers the ability to leverage
Deel’s local teams and resources,
reducing further administrative
barriers that might have previously
hindered their growth in new and
international markets.”
In the past year, Deel has
launched integrations with
BambooHR, Quickbooks,
Netsuite, Xero and Ashby, helping
numerous businesses hire in
countries worldwide.

DECISIONWISE LAUNCHES SPECTIV
SaaS multi-rater survey platform shows employee impact
DecisionWise, who have worked
in the employee experience and
feedback space for 20+ years,
have announced the launch of
Spectiv, a Saas survey multi-rater
platform designed to make it easier
for companies to facilitate 360 or
multi-rater feedback to help their
leaders grow.
Having spent the past couple
of decades developing and
administrating 360 Degree
Feedback surveys to companies

such as Clorox, T-Mobile, and
Activision, DecisionWise relied
upon client insights and feedback
to create a platform with the best
administrator and user experience
on the market.
“Over time we found that our
technology needed its own place
to live and had become viable as a
standalone platform,” said Christian
Nielson, chief strategy officer for
DecisionWise and brand principal for
Spectiv. “We’re excited to bring this

technology forward and help even
more companies garner valuable
multi-rater feedback.”
Today, about one-third of all
companies and nearly 90 per cent
of Fortune 500 companies use
some type of 360 Degree Feedback
to help their employees and leaders
improve, grow, and thrive. Spectiv’s
platform provides well-designed
technology, robust reporting and
clear data to ensure companies
of all shapes and sizes make the

most of their multi-rater feedback
experience.
Spectiv is a SaaS multi-rater survey
platform that helps employees
see the experience they create for
others, own their development and
thrive in the modern workplace.
Launched in 2022, Spectiv’s
roots lie in the consulting firm,
DecisionWise, that has developed
the 360 Degree Feedback process
for the past 25 years.
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EFFECTIVE AND FAIR
Shazia Ejaz, Director of Campaigns at the REC on the use of data tools
and AI in recruitment.
The use of AI, automation and other data-driven tools has been
growing in the recruitment sector for a few years now, as it has
across the rest of the business world. As we move into 2022,
you might even be considering investing in these kinds of new
technology for your business.
Certainly these tools have the potential to provide some important
benefits for staffing companies – helping to source great candidates
through targeted advertising, sift through applicants by screening
CVs, and standardise the evaluation and assessment process. The
potential to remove a degree of human bias from the recruitment
process, helping find and decide the best person for a role, makes
these technologies a very attractive prospect.
However, these tools also carry significant risks. AI and automation
technologies still have to be designed by humans and they learn
by examining past human behaviour, which can perpetuate or even
exacerbate existing biases. Many of you will have read about cases
like Amazon's AI recruiting tool that discriminated against women,
because it had been taught using historical data which showed
tech as an industry dominated by men. The AI then set this uneven
gender divide as its ideal baseline, not knowing that
it was behaving in a discriminatory way.
It is no wonder then that when the Centre for Data
Ethics and Innovation (CDEI) conducted a review
into bias in algorithmic decision-making, recruitment
was a key area of interest. Their polling found
that fewer than two in five people were aware that
algorithms could be used to support recruitment
decisions, and only 14 per cent thought they would be aware if an
automated decision had been made about one of their recent job
applications.
The CDEI's review concluded that while the use of algorithmic
tools was increasing in recruitment, there was a lack of clear and
consistent understanding about how to do this fairly and without
entrenching existing biases. However, they did say that recruitment
firms are relatively good at collecting data to monitor the outcomes
from these tools, compared to other sectors.
We must recognise that data-driven tools are not a silver bullet.
Given how important the recruitment process is for both businesses
and jobseekers alike, it's vital that recruiters think carefully about
how AI and other tech should be implemented in order to mitigate
these risks and ensure that outcomes are fair for everyone.

Guidance and standards
With that in mind, the REC has been working with the CDEI over
the past year to produce guidance to help recruiters implement
these technologies effectively and fairly. One of the key pillars of our
work at the REC is about keeping standards high in the industry.
This guidance falls squarely in that area, giving recruiters a number
of recommendations to follow to ensure that data tools and AI are
being deployed in the best way possible.
The first part of the guidance provides an introduction to the kind
of technologies that exist in the sector and the risks that they bring.
It then moves on to recommend key actions at four stages of the
development cycle.
Before starting to purchase or develop one of these tools, it's
essential to articulate what your objectives and requirements are, and
how the technology will ideally help to achieve them. This should also
include developing a baseline for assessing the tool's performance
later on. You should then be in regular dialogue with the vendor or
developer about the tool so you can articulate any concerns and
ensure it complies with data protection and equalities legislation.

Test to assess
Once the tool is in place, the business should run a pilot to test
that it is working correctly, assessing the tool against the objectives
that were put in place earlier. Only once that has been successfully
completed should the tech be rolled out fully – and then it should be
monitored closely and regularly assessed to make sure it continues
to fulfil what it was designed to do.
Finally, if you are using these types of data-driven tools, it's
important that candidates and clients are made aware of this.
Providing this information should help to increase levels of trust
and also allow you to get feedback from both sides on how the
technology has worked from their perspective.
Whether you are buying in an automation or AI system or building
one in-house, it's vital that recruitment companies innovate with
care and consideration. These tools have the potential to greatly
improve efficiency and reduce the amount of human bias in the
hiring process. We hope this guidance will help make that possible,
and the REC will continue to engage with the CDEI and others in
this area to ensure recruiters are well-prepared as the automation
and AI revolution continues. n
The full guidance is available to view online at www.rec.uk.com.
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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THE SOCIAL KEY
Fresh from winning best candidate attraction through social media, Colin O’Sullivan,
Marketing Manager at Hunter Bond, explains their strategy.
Working in niche industries we need a strong talent acquisition
strategy to attract top candidates with specific skillsets. Without a
strategy that grabs candidates’ attention, our consultants would
spend needless hours approaching candidates who may not even be
interested in the vacancies on offer. Our social media strategy helps
bring candidates to us which means we spend less time cold calling.
Before the Hunter Bond Open Week, we were very active on social
media. We had amassed roughly 80,000 followers on LinkedIn at that
point, with a growth in followers of 40,000 in the previous ten months.
The content we regularly shared included the latest developments
within Hunter Bond, our most recent jobs, and relevant industry news
within recruitment, technology or finance.
The Open Week campaign resulted in us winning the award for Best
Candidate Attraction Through Social Media at The Global Recruiter.
As we all know 2020 was a difficult year with many people losing jobs
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Thankfully at Hunter Bond, we never
made one employee redundant during a very turbulent period for
many businesses. Due to the success we had during 2020 we found
ourselves in a position where we felt we could hire more consultants.
This was during a period when many recruitment companies were not
even contemplating growing their team.
Instead of just putting out standard job ads to bring in these
candidates we wanted to do something different. We came up with
the idea to host the Hunter Bond Open Week which spanned over
five days. We wanted to not only hire new employees but also
provide advice to those who were currently looking for employment
in the recruitment sector. The target market for the campaign was
recruitment consultants who had recently lost their job due to
Covid-19 and also those without work and were looking for a career
in recruitment. In addition to this, we targeted recent graduates who
found it difficult to gain employment during the pandemic.
On day one of the event participants were provided with job search
advice, and we hosted a Q&A session following it. Any candidates
interested in working with Hunter Bond then took part in an initial
phone screening stage. Following this, candidates participated in
video interviews with our hiring manager. If successful at this stage,
they were then interviewed by team leaders/directors. Candidates
who passed each stage were offered jobs with Hunter Bond by the
end of the week.

Getting the word out
We began promoting our open week over social media ten days
before it commenced using LinkedIn, Twitter and Instagram.
Attendees were targeted and advised to sign up before the launch
date to ensure their place.
We had a small paid advertising budget, therefore many of the
participates were reached organically through innovative social media
techniques. As part of the campaign, we designed a specific landing
page that had a registration form for the event allowing candidates
to sign up easily and receive confirmation of the first event. We also
made a marketing pack for the event to explain the plan that we had
in mind for candidates during this week.
Our LinkedIn company page was a major help in promoting the event.
We engaged our audience and spread the word about the open
week through videos and graphics. On Twitter, we tweeted regularly
about the open week and teamed up with several universities to help
promote the event. In the recruitment industry, all the major news
outlets helped to market the event. Furthermore, recruitment leaders/
influencers such as Greg Savage helped promote the event amongst
their followers.
We measured the results of the Hunter Bond Open Week by looking
at each social media platform individually and tracking results via paid
and organic advertising. The campaign was an outstanding success,
a total of 112,956 people were reached across social media, with 230
people signing up and attending the event. On LinkedIn alone, we
creatively reached over 35,000 people with well thought out organic
posts leading to over 100 sign-ups.
The open week generated incredible awareness for the Hunter
Bond brand with thousands of people engaging with our content. It
also helped to shine a bright light on the recruitment industry during
a turbulent time. The campaign and the subsequent award has
given us the confidence to keep working on the Hunter Bond brand
across social media, while also encouraging staff to push content
out amongst their network to help grow their personal brand. These
tactics will help us maintain an advantage over our competitors, and
help Hunter Bond grow in size and develop relationships with more of
the world’s leading clients. n

MOBILE
THINKING
Andy Ingham, Senior Vice President, EMEA and APAC, Bullhorn on
making it mobile in 2022.
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As technology continues to evolve at a fast pace, mobile-friendly
recruitment is set to become an indispensable element of future
multichannel hiring strategies.
Mobile technology offers speed, efficiency. and convenience, all three of
which are critical to both recruiters and candidates. Bullhorn’s latest talent
survey demonstrates, 43 per cent of candidates cite a 'fast and efficient job
search process’ as essential to them when working with recruiters.
Mobile has long been an essential part of the recruiter’s toolkit, but its
potential uses have evolved beyond making phone calls or answering
emails. Rather, the focus is now on integrating mobile with other hiring tools
and channels to build a definitive and cohesive recruitment tech stack.
At the same time, candidates increasingly use mobile over any other
platform to search for jobs or communicate with recruiters. The same
talent survey found that 52 per cent of candidates are most likely to use
their mobile phone to search for new jobs – significantly higher than any
other device. The reason is simple – they want to view jobs effortlessly
and quickly.
Mobile recruitment, therefore, serves a dual purpose – making recruiters

on the go. Without mobile connectivity to the ATS, the strategy will never
realise its full potential. However, a fully integrated mobile recruitment
strategy will quickly prove its worth when it comes to productivity and
overall efficiency gains.
With access to the ATS at your fingertips via a mobile device, you will
have another crucial point of entry to important information about clients,
candidates, and jobs. At the same time, everyone in your team can
instantly add relevant details to the ATS. This creates a single source
of truth and eliminates the risk of vital information being misplaced or
forgotten.
With all the right information instantly available, you’ll be able to
impress a key client by quickly scrolling through vital submission and
placement stats, for example. This capability will ultimately improve client
relationships, expand agreements, and even generate new business.

1. Optimise job sites for mobile

4. Explore self-service mobile recruitment apps

In contrast to general assumptions, research from Undercover Recruiter
found that only 39 per cent of career websites, 36 per cent of job postings,
and 36 per cent of application processes are optimised for mobile. Yet, to
provide a candidate experience that reflects the way candidates use the
internet, it’s critical to keep mobile in mind.
Failing to provide a mobile-optimised experience across these channels
makes it more difficult for candidates to navigate around and reflects
poorly on both the recruitment agency and the hiring company.
Conversely, companies that hit the right spot when it comes to mobile
recruitment positively affect job seekers’ perception as it shows they place
great emphasis on providing a quality candidate experience.

Mobile self-service recruitment apps are growing in relevance and
convenience, especially for recruiters with clients in high-turnover or shift
based industries who have high volume hiring requirements. The trend
of having an app for everything – from measuring pulse rates to personal
banking and shopping – is fast rubbing off in the recruitment sector.
Self-service recruitment apps give candidates more power to manage
their working lives. They can take appropriate action like managing their
profiles, searching for jobs that fit their schedule, setting up interviews,
applying for shifts, or tracking pay. Not only does this provide a great
candidate experience, but it also makes recruitment firms more efficient
by taking ‘busywork’ away from recruiters and scaling their ability to
engage with large numbers of candidates. This allows them to focus on
more value-adding tasks instead.

more agile and efficient, and improving the candidate experience. But how
can you make the most of it?

2. Don’t underestimate the role of SMS
Nearly a third (32 per cent) of candidates prefer recruiters to contact
them about vacancies via phone, while 21 per cent are also happy to
receive text messages. Therefore, it’s worth considering the automation
of SMS to start engaging with candidates at scale, without increasing the
administrative burden.
For instance, if you want to quickly promote a job alert for a new role,
it might be appropriate to use automated SMS to reach a large pool of
candidates instantly. You could also set up automated SMS to respond to
any frequently asked questions.
Conversely, follow a more tailored, personalised SMS approach once you
start shortlisting candidates to take forward for interviews. Candidates are
more likely to respond to text messages than emails, so it’s a great way to
engage with them and add to a positive candidate experience.
On top of it, SMS messaging is the highest-rated channel for customer
satisfaction, trumping communication by phone and social media.

3. Connect your applicant tracking system
A crucial component of your mobile recruitment strategy is to ensure the
applicant tracking system (ATS) also has a mobile version to use while

A mobile ATS also reduces your time-to-fill. If the right candidate responds
while you’re away from your desk, you can get them started on the
process straightaway via your phone. Without having to rush back to your
desktop ATS, you can review their CV, submit it to a client, or schedule an
interview. All this allows you to work more quickly and efficiently.

5. Assess your wider multichannel recruitment
strategy
While mobile is fast growing in importance, recruiters must bear in mind
that their overall aim is to be active and effective across a range of
relevant channels. Candidate behaviour doesn’t restrict itself to just one
channel.
A fundamental requirement for recruiters is that they cannot use these
channels in isolation – information will end up in silos, and their records
will become disorganised. Integrating different channels and systems not
only allows recruiters to be more responsive and efficient, but it enables
the free flow of data in real-time.

Time to maximise mobile recruitment
Every great recruiter needs to be able to ‘meet the moment’ by finding
and engaging with candidates wherever they are. Mobile is just one
of several critical hiring channels that recruiters need to harness,
albeit one that continues to rapidly evolve and offer up new competitive
advantages. n
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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THINKING
DIFFERENTLY
The recruitment process for neurodivergent candidates need to be
improved, argues Ryan Graham, CTO at Texthelp.

As businesses look to recruit new employees in the new year and
beyond, it’s important they cast their net as wide as possible. This
means accounting for all demographics, including neurodivergent
candidates. Last year saw record levels of staff turnover as part of
what’s become known as the ‘Great Resignation’. Almost a quarter
of workers in the UK said they were actively planning to change
employers. This Is a significant increase on the typical one in 10 that
move jobs each year. In the new year, many companies could find
themselves short staffed, especially when coupled with the churn in
employment most businesses face each January.
However, a more inclusive approach to recruitment can help combat
this issue. Many businesses often overlook a demographic that
can bring huge benefits to their business. Reconsidering the
recruitment process can help businesses attract this – often untapped
– pool of talent.

Overlooking demographics
Diversity and inclusion are front of mind for most businesses today.
Indeed, diversity, in whichever form it takes, can bring advantages
to any business. Neurodivergent employees, for example, can bring
unique perspectives and ways of approaching challenges.
Nonetheless, while businesses everywhere make efforts to increase
the diversity of their workforce’s gender and ethnic makeup, the value
in employing certain demographics can still be overlooked. Whether
consciously or unconsciously, many businesses can have a degree
of reluctance to employ neurodivergent candidates. Biases, largely

driven by negative stereotypes, can hold companies back from
exploring this particular section of society. Even when these biases
appear to have been overcome, their influence can still have an
impact on the recruitment process itself.

Putting people off
The recruitment process is often the first point of contact a candidate
will have with a company. It’s hugely important to make sure every
potential employee has a positive experience.
Without due care and attention, job descriptions can prove off-putting
for candidates of all types – not just neurodivergent individuals. It’s
important to think about how a potential candidate might view a
job description. Particularly if they’re from outside of the industry.
Long sentences made up of complex words can deter people who
might actually be suitable for a role. This is especially the case if
the description is made up of overly complex jargon specific to that
industry. It’s best, then, to avoid any terms and descriptions that
may well cause otherwise suitable candidates to avoid applying.
Fortunately, there are tools available to help minimise the risk of
alienating potential candidates in this way.
Potential candidates may also rely on screen maskers or readers to
help digest the job role. Businesses need to make sure the websites
they are posting the job role on supports this kind of third-party
software. Going further, businesses should try to audit their written
content for accessibility. By using simpler language, they can make
sure job descriptions are as inclusive as possible before they go live.

Looking beyond skills
The same consideration should be given to the skills necessary for a
role, as well as to its overall description. Larger companies, for instance,
can default to including the same ‘required' skills, regardless of the role
itself. Making it outcome-focused makes sure that it’s less about how
the job is done. This is more inclusive to neurodivergent candidates who
often have unique ways of thinking and working.
It’s important to listen, too. At every single stage of the recruitment
process, candidates should have the opportunity to share their
own particular life circumstances and importantly, the impact those
circumstances have on their ability to demonstrate their full potential. If
they make any adjustments to reduce that impact, then so too should the
recruiting business.
Such considerations shouldn’t stop at the job description, of course. It’s
vital to make sure that, once on board, all employees, regardless of their
background, are made to feel included.

Support in unusual times
Between 30 and 40 per cent of the population is thought to be
neurodivergent. It’s important that a real effort is made to make
sure this demographic is made to feel welcome in the world of work.
As a significant proportion of the workforce, companies must make
sure they feel included as part of the company, right from the
start. From onboarding and beyond, especially in today’s hybrid
working environment.

More than their neurotypical colleagues, a company’s neurodivergent
employees may find the prospect of working remotely especially
challenging. Businesses should offer employees assurance that they
have appropriate systems and strategies in place to support them under
these unusual circumstances. Simple online resources such as an office
group chat on Slack, or weekly one-to-one meetings over Zoom, will go a
long way toward ensuring neurodivergent employees feel supported and
included once they’ve joined a company.

Demonstrating real commitment
Faced with an unprecedented level of workplace churn, businesses
everywhere must look further afield to find talented recruits. As part
of their search, many companies are realising the benefits of hiring a
diverse workforce. Neurodivergent individuals are part of a demographic
that not only increases that diversity but also bring new ideas and ways
of thinking to a business.
To attract these individuals, however, businesses need to revisit their
recruitment processes. Conscious and unconscious biases and complex,
restrictive language and expectations can often prove off-putting. Companies
may miss out on recruiting hugely talented candidates simply because these
individuals were turned off by the language of the job description.
When it comes to the recruitment process, businesses must reflect and
remove any barriers that exist, and ensure that it’s set up to allow people
to show their best selves. Diversity and inclusion are on the agenda
of most businesses today. But, rather than just paying lip service to it,
revisiting their recruitment process gives those businesses a real chance
to demonstrate their commitment to the concept. n
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THE PEOPLE
FACTOR
Simon Parsons, Director UK Compliance Strategies,
SD Worx UK on the war for talent in 2022.

By reflecting on the past year, and how widescale changes have
disrupted the working world, we can see that people and payroll
operations have gained renewed significance. Not only have we seen
drastic changes to the way core operations are conducted, but we’ve
found that improved offerings around salary, flexibility and benefits have
been instrumental in attracting and retaining the right people for the job.
While the war for talent rages on, the pressure to deliver strong people
and payroll services is high. Leaders will do well to remember that
poor HR can and does lead to poor press – people aren’t afraid to
post negative experiences online if they feel a company doesn’t have
a people-first approach or is lagging behind industry standards for HR
practices.
Corporate reputations ride on the shoulders of HR teams, as c-suite
executives depend on efficient HR to maintain employee satisfaction
and HMRC compliance in an ever-changing landscape. With
challenges from the past year in mind, and many more set to come in
the next 12 months, here are my five predictions for how 2022 will pan
out for people and payroll.

1. It’s a candidates market for job vacancies
A new record for the UK came in 2021 when job vacancies surged
above 1 million for the first time. As talent becomes scarce across
industries, senior leaders and HR teams will need to redouble efforts
to make roles more attractive and competitive if they want to retain and
develop their talent benches.
Tangible benefits for roles, like salary and benefits, are what workers
value the most, but company culture also plays a vital part in the talent
retention mix as well. Brits are strongly considering companies that

offer connection and cohesion amongst teams, as well as flexible work
arrangements in terms of location, culture and scheduling.
The bottom line is that, in the remote world of work, employees don’t
want to feel like a contracted freelancer. They want to have a sense
that there’s a work community attached to their role, which is why
there needs to be a push to create a social identity in companies and
prioritise wellbeing. Employers that don’t offer employees what they
need are now in danger of losing ground in the war for talent.

2. Perks will become much more than ‘nice to have’
When joining a company, there’s no denying that perks have always
played second fiddle to salary. For an occupation, salary has been
front-and-centre as a main motivator, but new HMRC regulations next
year will mean perks gain fresh importance.
Domino effects from the ‘health and social care levy’, slated for April
2022, will help put perks in the limelight. This government measure
will see a temporary 1.25 per cent increase to National Insurance
contributions. At first glance this looks incremental, but in actuality it
marks roughly a 10 per cent extra cost for employees and employers
and could force a tactical reshuffling of finances.
To reduce NIC bills by replacing take-home pay with more tax-friendly
perks, payroll leaders will likely explore options such as flexible benefits
packages and salary sacrifice schemes for pensions. By scrutinising
company-wide benefits packages, with memberships, promotions and
medical plans, tax-savvy employers will not only attract new talent, but
will also save money in the long-term.

3. HR and payroll data will be under stricter scrutiny
The furlough scheme was a huge lifeline for struggling businesses, but
now that it’s drawn to a close the government will need to clamp down
on compliance. Fraud and tax evasion, as well as the mishandling of
people data, will all be addressed by tax inspectors.
Employers will need to have watertight policies to safeguard
themselves. Fraud can be intentional, with reimbursement, wage or
commission fraud, but it can also be accidental, with mistakes around
inputting ghost employees or incorrect timesheet information. Whether
there are motivations for fraud or not, it’s all the same to an inspector,
so employers need to ensure digital systems are pristine.
A filing cabinet full of mismatched records won’t cut it. Leaders need
to invest in HR technology which can accurately calculate hours
worked and automatically request approval for overtime. By using an
automated system, with features like document scanning technology to
scan and validate receipts, expenses can be easily logged, approved
and reimbursed. The right technology means the HR machine can run
smoothly in line with compliance.

4. An emphasis on hybrid workstyle offerings will
remain
Some CEOs have been very vocal about wanting staff back in the
office, but workers won’t want to give remote opportunities up easily,
as many are enjoying the benefits of remote work. Our research found
that, with added emphasis on flexibility, nearly two-thirds (65.5 per cent)
of UK workers say they have a positive work/life balance.
With ongoing normalisation of the hybrid approach, mandating a return

to the office will only prove unpopular. Empowering employees to make
their own choice is the right path to take, as the majority (55.8 per cent)
say that remote working from home affords boosts in productivity.
Instilling a level of trust and appreciation in the workforce, given the
disruption over the past year, will gain employers a lot of kudos.
Historically, executives would be concerned that remote working
would be exploited by lazy employees, but this mindset has been
proven wrong. With enhanced productivity, as well as the widespread
availability of teleconferencing tools, project teams are remaining
efficient and demonstrating that remote working works.

5. Digitalisation will focus on empowering
employees with data
Although we live in a technologically-driven society, digital HR maturity
is lagging behind in UK industries. It’s alarming to see that our research
highlighted only 36 per cent of HR departments in the UK can boast of
a high level of digital maturity when it comes to HR and payroll.
Armed with predictive data, HR teams can take on big-picture
strategy, but the advantages don’t stop there. Positive digitalisation
repercussions extend to the ground level, with data accessibility
connecting employees to their payroll information, job perks and
payslips. And when digitalisation goes mobile, platforms can also help
employees upload sick notes, easily register timesheets and revise
annual leave away from their computer.
Improving the employee experience by implementing good HR
practices and processes is vital. A strong HR strategy can boost
wellbeing, which is why leaders should keep technology top-of-mind: a
well-informed, streamlined workforce is a happy one. n
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